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BUCHANAN RUBBER LTD 
Quality Product, Competitive Prices, Outstanding Service 

 Rugged Air Hose made from premium polymers, offering great 
flexibility and durability. This superior hose is tough, flexible, long 

lasting and ideal for automotive and industrial compressed air 
applications. 

AIR AND GENERAL PURPOSE HOSE 
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A  red general air-line and water service both in plant and outdoors. It consists of a red smooth weather 
and abrasion resistant synthetic rubber cover combined with multiple layers of synthetic yarns and a  
black oil mist resistant synthetic rubber tube. This hose features a temperature range of -30C to +80C(-
22F to +180F) Available in 200/300 psi 

AIR AND GENERAL PURPOSE HOSE 

GENERAL PURPOSE HOSE 250 PSI WP 

EPDM GENERAL PURPOSE HOSE 250 PSI WP 

PREMIUM GENERAL PURPOSE HOSE 300 PSI  NON-CONDUCTIVE 

Our red EPDM  general purpose hose can be used in applications of air, water, agricultural spray 
solutions, and other diluted chemicals  Excellent resistance to heat and weathering , resists animal fats 
and vegetable oils. This hose features a  smooth red abrasion and weather resistant EPDM synthetic 
rubber.  The reinforcement consists of  multiple layers of synthetic yarn and the tube is oil mist resistant 
EPDM synthetic rubber. The temperature range is -30C to +93C(-20F to +200F) Available in 200/300 psi 

A premium quality long length hose for petroleum based fluids, lubricating oils, air, hot water and some 
chemical solutions. The red cover is  oil, grease, weather and abrasion resistant nitrile.  This hose also 
features  multiple layers of synthetic yarn reinforcement  and a black oil resistant nitrile rubber tube. 
The temperature range is -32C to +85C(-25F to +185F) 
ALL SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLE IN COUPLED LENGTHS  


